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February 1, 2021

is the day a decision will be made as to whether the

ATLANTACON 2021 Model Show and Contest

will be held on schedule March 20 or

whether it will be postponed/cancelled.

Thanks to all the club members for passing along pictures and comments for this month's newsletter.

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/
http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
http://www.ipmsusa.org
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Jan 20:19Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Online)

Jan 23: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jan 30: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Feb 1: Go/No GoDecision for 2021 Show

Feb 6: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Feb 13: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Meeting and Build Session planning

will be discussed at the January online

monthly meeting to determine status at

that time.

CALENDAR

Online Monthly Meeting Notes

12/16/2020 Club Meeting held online. MSM members Buz Pezold, President, and Mike Idacavage joined
online. Atlanta Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the meeting.

1. Officer Reports:
- Treasurer (Art Murray) ...

- Provided current account status
- Dues: $10 for 2021, contact Art to pay
- The club still needs to establish a 2021 budget

- Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Bill Easton) ...
- Solicited suggestions for any needed Web site additions/changes

2. Club Officer Election for 2021:
- VP position: Bill Aicklen volunteered; nominated, moved, acceptance voted.

3. 2021 IPMS Nationals Category Sponsorship:
- Need to review award dedication (Ken, Brian, Dana) - Dave Lockhart will follow-up

4. ATLANTACON 2021:
(Kim Elmore)

- Reminder "Drop Dead Date" - Feb.1 date by which show go/no go would determined.
- Hall: $500 deposit - scheduled show date held for March 20
- Tables: no deposit yet; can cancel three weeks prior and get refund; Kim will update vendors on
potential layout to help them plan
- Judging: Discussion on how judging could be handled with current restrictions on distancing; no
decision reached as yet; Mike Idacavage, Art Murray, Dave Lockhart, and Buz Pezold to discuss
- Setup Availability: Dave Lockhart will poll members on their plans to help

5. Club Meeting Location:
- Dave Lockhart continues search for location options with space for face-to-face monthly
meetings.

Month
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
February 12
March 12
April 16
May 14
June 11
July 16
August 13
September 10

email (Sunday)
February 14
March 14
April 18
May 16
June 14
July 18
August 15
September 12

2021 Newsletter Publication Schedule

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)

A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

IN PROCESS:

F-100, Art Murray

Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html

Please consider building one of

these models. The museum

folks are always glad to receive

a new model for the museum

ceiling display.

Upcoming Build Sessions:

Due to COVID-19, no hospital build sessions can be planned at this time. Activities may be resumed at
some point in the Spring of 2021.

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

CHOA

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
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Created By PAUL LOVELL - Submitted by FERNANDO SANCHEZ

On the "Virtual Table" - December and January Build Work ...

This is a fictional modification of the Dornier 335, pretending to be part of the Fuerza Aérea
Dominicana, that participated in a fictional war between Iran and the Dominican Republic.

This unique wall-hanging 3-D style presentation was created for Fernando by his buddy and

fellow chapter member Paul Lovell.

"Rather than pursuing a respectable
hobby, I frittered away my time
creating this seasonal gingerbread
abomination.

I started with a kit (box scale) and
customized with aftermarket add-
ons. The adhesive is miserable, the base material is wretched and the details are laughable- but the
product is delicious! Try that with your styrene models! (Flossing out bits of plastic can be quite difficult,
as well as amusing to your dentist.)"

From

CHRIS "2G"

WAGGENER
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Also From PAUL LOVELL

Left is a display of WW2
Volkwagens I built for my
cousin who has a collection of
full size Volkswagens.

Kubelwagen

1/35

Tamiya

Schwimmwagen

1/35

Italeri

I used Tamiya acrylics on
these.

F6F-5 Hellcat Easy Build

1/72

Hobby Boss

I found this on clearance at Hobby Lobby
for $2.49. I bought it on a Saturday
afternoon and decided to do a 24 hour
build with it. I started it at about 6pm on
Saturday and had it finished about 4pm
on Sunday. I painted it with acrylic craft
paint with Future gloss coat, decals are
Super Scale and finished with Polly S
Clear Flat / Future mix for a Semi-Gloss.

Right is my hobby
room project which
is shelves for paint
and sorted out
resin and PE detail
sets
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One From BILL EASTON

The commemorative markings similar to a
WW II P-47 were shown on F-15E Strike
Eagle-97-0218 from the 492nd Fighter
Squadron at RAF Lakenheath, England,
Jan. 31, 2019 paying tribute to the 48th
Fighter Wing legacy during the D-Day
Anniversary scheduled for June, 2019.

F-15E Strike Eagle

75th D-Day Anniversary

1/72

Great Wall Hobby

2.5" Stand from Flightpose.com

This model shows the Red tail trim
version. Two other F-15's were painted
with the "heritage" scheme ... one a blue
and the other a yellow tail trim version.

The GWH kit went together well aside
from the engine exhaust nozzles not
being provided with much of a snug fit.
Painting invasion stripes on swept wings
and the contoured fuselage underside
presented nearly a defeating challenge
for my capabilities.

https://www.Flightpose.com
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Figure

From

Brian Speer

"Gypsy Girl"

90 mm Figure

Manufacturer unknown

Vallejo paints

Since Brian has recently begun figure

painting, he said at this point in his skill

development, he preferred this painting

effort to be treated more as a "Three-

Foot Model" (view at arms-length.) He

feels we can shorten the viewing

distance as he acquires more skill.

Congratulations to Brian for venturing

into the challenges of figure painting.
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Two Cars and a Figure from Jim Elmore

For background and details on these
builds, check out the write-up from
Jim on the following page.

AMT 1977 Chevy Monza

Revell 1971 Datsun 240Z
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It Was the 70's - by Jim Elmore

I recently finished a pair of models depicting the memorable cars that I owned back in the 1970s. In 1975 I

had a real job and some cash and bought a 1971 Datsun 240Z. This was a car I had long lusted after and for

about a year all was fine. I had purchased it with about 33,000 miles and it started wearing out after 40,000. And

it was a bit of everything wearing out, a nightmare. The car was wonderful when everything worked, but that

became less frequent and I finally had to get rid of it.

The replacement was a brand new 1977 Chevy Monza Spyder. This was a true, if obscure, muscle car

with the engine from a Z28 stuffed into a car 500 pounds lighter. For its time, this car was fast. This was the age

of TransAms with the big hood decals and all that stuff, but I went a different route and ordered my car in “Light

Buckskin” tan, without decals. I did opt for the spoilers and all the performance gear- package Z29. This was a

terrific car on every level. Fast, comfortable, and reliable, I drove it for eight years.

The 240Z kit is the BRE racing boxing that Revell has reissued several times over the years. The original

street version was only issued once. Fortunately, the racing version included MOST of the street parts. I did need

to scratchbuild the carburetors/air filter and some of the exhaust system. I also added a fair amount of wiring to

the engine compartment.

Online research on both cars was challenging as most existing cars have been modified and quality photos

of original equipment proved to be surprisingly rare. This was especially true of the color. Datsun color guides

from the day showed the yellow as soft and buttery, but my recollection was of a brighter color with a touch of

green. Fortunately, a restored 240Z appeared at the local Hobbytown just as I needed to decide and confirmed

my memories.

I mixed the color from Tamiya acrylic FX paints. After a good color base, I clear coated this with about 12

coats of Testors Metalizer Sealer. The chrome was hand painted with Molotow Liquid Chrome. You can shake

out a couple drops from the marker pens, thin it with Tamiya Retarder and it brushes just fine.

I was surprised to come across a kit of the Monza sitting on the Hobbytown shelf. This was a recent, retro

release by AMT that included everything I needed, save spoilers. Construction was straightforward with the

spoilers being the only scratchbuilding on the body. I did change out the shift lever and add the Jensen speakers

my car had. The kit included wheels that resembled the after market mags I installed. The only real inaccuracy is

that I had Firestone tires.

I did a bit of engine wiring but left it simple.

I followed the same painting technique with a custom match to “Light Buckskin”. The clear coats darkened

the tone, but I am happy enough with the result.

My wife shared a figure that resembled me well enough. I added a beard and 70s hair and painted it with

Reaper acrylics.

Don’t judge me, it was the 70s, man.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

Michael Blackwood ran across the following

and suggested it might be best to pass along

to our fearless leader, Dave Lockhart ...

Dave, looks like there may be a future limit on

your LEGO model building efforts!

In-depth Discussion of Russian Aircraft Colors:

http://www.theworldwars.net/resources/resource.php?r=camo_vvsmod

The page appears to contain some good reference info and discussion. Give it a look. And, while you are

at it, take a look at the full Resources page with some of its links ...

http://www.theworldwars.net/resources/

A gentleman named Phillip England had posted the link as a response on the Facebook Mr. Paint Fan

Page.

http://www.theworldwars.net/resources/resource.php?r=camo_vvsmod
http://www.theworldwars.net/resources/
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Happy New Year! After surviving the disaster that was 1984, er, 2020, I think it’s safe to say that 2021 just

has to be better! Hopefully by the start of spring, most of us will have been vaccinated or at least been

given the chance to be, and the model show season will pick up roughly where it left off a year before. And

I think some of us are looking forward to a nice trip to Las Vegas. (Or as the CB radio users used to call it,

Lost Wages.)

In late November, Helion & Co offered a “Black Friday” sale that had

substantially lower prices than even Amazon, and discounted shipping to the

U.S., so I took advantage and got 4 books, only one of which was part of an

existing series. Middle East @War #28 is 75 Years of the Israeli Air Force,

Volume 1: The First Quarter Century 1948-73, the first of two parts, which covers

4 significant wars (Independence, Suez, Six-Day & Yom Kippur), each in its own

chapter, with the other chapters tying this all together. While there is only so

much that can be said in an 88-page book, author Bill Norton does a good job in

showing how the IAF advanced from a rag-tag bunch of assorted reject aircraft

to one of the world’s great air forces, with the help of, in order, the Czechs, the

British, the French and the Americans. There are some good sidebars, including

bios of the IAF’s 8 commanders during this period, along with a decent photo

selection and maps. The color section has 5 pages of side-view drawings, 2 of photos and 1 of squadron

insignias. The good bibliography shows a heavy reliance on the works of Shlomo Aloni and on Salvador

Mafe Huertas’ big book for Schiffer, but as usual for this series, no index. Essential? Maybe not, but good

for any fan of the IAF.

Baptism of Fire is a book about an air war that I never knew existed, one that

predated WW II by a full six months. When Germany invaded Czechoslovakia

in March 1939, they really only wanted the part known today as the Czech

Republic; thus Slovakia was given its independence. Hungary took advantage

of a depleted Slovak military to invade the area along the border, known as Sub-

Carpathia, and after some spirited fighting by the Slovaks, the Hungarians made

it stick, and this book describes the air fighting in the campaign. It was C.R.32s,

He 70s and Ju 86s vs B.534s and S.328s; there are many rare photos here

along with 8 pages of color side-views. This is a useful book for those

interested in small air-wars, and there are some interesting color schemes for

modelers.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS

by Jim Pernikoff
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King of Fighters: Nikolay Polikarpov and His Aircraft Designs, Volume 1:

The Biplane Era, is the first of two books about the man whose design

bureau, along with Tupolev’s, dominated the Soviet aircraft industry before

WW II. This is a big, 254-page softcover with a lot of info. After the

introduction about the man, the aircraft are covered chronologically, with

plenty of sub-chapters on all the variants and their usage. There are plenty of

photos, albeit small ones, and plenty of line drawings, both side views and

three-views, along with 8 pages of color side-views. Specification tables are

thorough but are all in metric figures. I believe that author Maslov translated

the book himself, and the result is hard to read at times. In spite of the title,

there are non-fighters in here as well, notably the Po-2 biplane trainer, one of

the most-produced aircraft in history, and of course the book ends with the

I-15 series, with the I-16 due to start off the second volume, which is due in

the next quarter. There is no bibliography or index; perhaps that will appear in book 2. While there are

certainly more detailed books on some of the included aircraft, this and its mate should become the

standard reference for a man whose death in 1944 has probably kept him from being better known outside

his native Russia.

The Armed Forces of North Korea, On the Path of Songun, is an important

work on a little-known subject. It resembles some of the recent Harpia and

Hikoki books on the Russian and Chinese air forces, but it uniquely covers all

of the DPRK’s armed services, and with stunning photo coverage.

Considering how hard it was traditionally been to get photos out of North

Korea, it is amazing how many great photos there are, and they are all in

color! And there are also plenty of color side-view drawings and even full-

page artworks of men in uniform. Clearly, if you have any thoughts about

building any North Korean model subject, this remarkable book is essential.

And even if you are just curious about Kim’s armed forces, you won’t find a

better volume than this one. One small note: all the booksellers refer this

this as a paperback, but it appears that it is only available, at least for now,

as a hardcover.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

Speaking of Harpia, their new book, Modern USMC Air Power, is an

excellent survey. Following a brief history of the USMC in the air, it covers

current Organization and Structure and the Training syllabus. The bulk of

the book consists of 11 chapters, each dealing with one type of aircraft,

from HMH (heavy-lift helicopter) to VMU (unmanned aircraft). Unlike many

Harpia books, the photos are quite large and all are in color, and every unit

patch is shown in color somewhere in the book. Details of each type’s

Marine usage is quite extensive, and I particularly liked the chapter on the

V-22 Osprey. There is also a good review of the Presidential helicopter

unit; about the only omission is any mention of the Marines’ support of the

Blue Angels. There is a useful bibliography and index. This is a really

good book about modern Marine aviation.

It has sometime seemed that the Air

Force air demo team has been given short shrift when compared with its

Navy counterpart. But now comes The Thunderbirds, #40 in the

Legends of Warfare: Aviation series from Schiffer. Just like their Blue

Angels volume, this is in the Gold series, meaning an expansion to 144

pages. The first half is a chronology of the team thru their aircraft, from

the F-84G thru to the current F-16C/D. The rest of the book features

chapters on the support aircraft and crews, the media aircraft, pilot

selection & training, the team maneuvers (using both diagrams &

photos), their foreign visits, museum displays of aircraft & memorabilia,

and their future, possibly including the F-35 at some point. Fully

compatible with the Blue Angels volume, this should be a must for their

fans.

The latest in the Casemate Illustrated series is Air War on the Eastern

Front, which I found disappointing. The first chapters cover the pertinent

aircraft on each side, with some strange anomalies, like having a writeup on

the Tu-2 but showing a photo of an SB (which isn’t written about) instead,

and misspelling the designer’s name as “Tupelov” throughout the book.

This is followed by a chronology of the war in the east, with little new info,

but a good photo selection and a few nice color side-views help keep the

book valid, though curiously all the photos of wrecked aircraft are Soviet,

even from the late-war period when they were in the ascendant! (Surely the

Germans lost some aircraft!) While not as good as some of the earlier

books in the series, the photos make the book worth considering, though

you may want to look at one first.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

Douglas DC-3 is #21 in the Flightcraft series from Pen & Sword, and deals

exclusively with the civilian use of this iconic type. The first half of the book is a

fairly detailed history, with some coverage of the DC-1 & 2, the DC-3’s pre-war

European competitors, the attempts to upgrade the type including various

turboprop conversions and the post-war types that were floated as “DC-3

replacements” that never quite made the grade. There is a delightful four-page

reminiscence by a British DC-3 pilot and 8 pages of color side-views showing a

nice variety of liveries. Photo coverage is pretty good with both b&w and color,

though a few good flight-deck photos should have been added. The modeling

section includes 8 kit-builds in 1/144, 1/72 and 1/48, including a detailed build

of an Aer Lingus aircraft from the 1/48 Trumpeter kit, and there is also a list of

aftermarket accessories. For anyone building a civilian DC-3, this book would

be a nice purchase.

About a year ago I reviewed a book called Abandoned Cold War Places

from Amber Books. Now I have gotten its “prequel”, published 2018,

calledWorld War II Abandoned Places, which follows the same format,

subdividing the world into 8 chapters, and showing a variety of bunkers,

flak towers, tank traps, gun emplacements and fortifications in varying

states of decay. Some are remnants of well-known structures like the

Maginot Line, the Atlantic Wall and the Westwall, along with some less

familiar defensive lines. A few genuinely well-known sites like the Cabinet

War Rooms in London and the Atomic Dome in Hiroshima are mixed in

with many that are known to only a few. The captions are generous,

though sometimes one might wish for a small map showing where in the

world the photo was taken. Certainly not a very pleasant book visually, but

good from a historic standpoint, and perhaps useful for dioramas.

My “non-modeling” book is one I stumbled across on Amazon called Pacific

Patrol, a thick (506 page) softcover sell-published by a 30-year Navy man. It

may first seem like the autobiography of Tom Spink, but as the cover says, it is

a “collaboration” of stories told by 17 others; Spink saves his own story for the

last three chapters (94-96!). The many chapters are thus quite short making

this an easy book to read in bite-size chunks, and at first blush it is quite

readable, with stories ranging from heroic to humorous. The book is very

heavily illustrated, with a large variety of images, including cartoons,

advertisements, maps, patches and diagrams, many which look like they were

cut-&-pasted, and all are in black-&-white, as are the photos. Along with the

use of several different font styles, this makes the book look a bit amateurish,

but looks can be deceiving; I think this is a fun book to have, especially if you

dig Naval aviation during the Cold War.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

The latest Aviation Archive, #52 from Key Publishing, is Vietnam War, 65th

Anniversary Special, Vol 1: USAF Aircraft. This is basically a straight

photographic survey of no fewer than 37 different types, some with very

peripheral involvement like the HH-43, the RB-47H and even the U-2 and

SR-71. Naturally, text and specification coverage of each is limited to 2 pages

or less, but the photos are the thing, all taken in-theater and many in color.

There are no ultra-large photos on the foldouts as usual, just more normal-

sized photos, but with over 150 of those, this is good coverage of the aircraft at

war. Vol 2 will feature U.S. Army, Navy and Marine aircraft and should be here

in February.

Tanks! Battlefield Monsters is a rather thick (178

page) special from Norwegian publisher Bonnier

and has a number of features covering World War II tanks only. The main

coverage is a chronological review of the main tank actions, with some good

maps and sidebars on things like tactics, armament and gunsights, and

biographical features on Rommel, Montgomery, Zhukov and Patton. There are

technical features on the Panzer IV, T-34, Sherman and Tiger with some good

graphics comparing each to its contemporaries. There is not a lot of really new

info here, but there are some nice tidbits like a piece on who Operation

Barbarossa was named for! The varied graphics make this a nice package, for

your coffee table, perhaps.
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Publishers Survey – Three Shorter Checklists
from Jim Pernikoff

After the looong Osprey checklists of the last 2 months, I decided as a respite to offer three much shorter

checklists from publishers not previously reported on.

McFarland & Company was established in North Carolina in 1979 and has produced a variety of books on

a number of topics. Unusually, most of their books are softcovers and come in either 6 x 9 or 7 x 10 page

sizes. They seem to all be nonfiction as well. Their only real series is a group of aircraft reference books by

an author named E.R. Johnson and with three-view line drawings by the late Lloyd Jones. These resemble

the old Putnam books in their encyclopedic layout on some lesser-known aircraft types like seaplanes,

trainers and transports. The one book that is different is the one on naval aviation, which uses a bigger

page size and also has information on aircraft carriers and organization. These are pricey for softcovers but

are done very well. (I’ve suggested they do a companion volume on observation and reconnaissance

aircraft; let’s see if my request bears fruit in the future.)

As you can see, they’ve done plenty of other aircraft on aviation topics. Some of these are on interesting

aircraft like the Fairchild C-82, the B-45 Tornado, the Carvair, the Helio Courier and on outsize aircraft like

the Guppies. They’ve also done authoritative airline histories on Eastern and Piedmont, and a fascinating

book identifying the individual aircraft used in many movies and T.V. shows. Many of the books are

biographies on both famous aviation people like Eugene Ely, David McCampbell and Jacqueline Cochran

and on others that should be famous, like George Squier, Chubbie Miller and Marie Marvingt. Look down

the list and I’m sure you’ll find something of interest. All the books appear to be still in print.

They also have a number of books on naval subjects dating back to the time of Lord Nelson, but the only

ones on the list so far are a couple of reference works on U.S. Navy ships that I added to the end of the list

because there was room! Maybe in the future I’ll update the list to add some more. P.S. For baseball fans,

McFarland also has a fair number of good books on the national pastime.

Now I don’t know who Duke Hawkins is, but his name appears on a series of square-format softcover books

done by HMH Publications in Belgium. These are photo surveys of current and recent military aircraft, and

the photography is nothing less than spectacular. Multiple variants are featured and markings are shown

from the multitude of air arms that utilize some of these aircraft. While perhaps not intended for modelers,

the books tend to have plenty of close-up detail photos of the type relished by super-detailers. They’ve

started a parallel series on naval ships, but I think it will always play second fiddle to the aircraft series.

Note that the page count varies widely, and while all the books are, again, expensive for softcovers, the

prices will vary accordingly. If you are building any of these types, you should consider getting the

appropriate book.

Jorge Padin got interested in naval aviation mainly because his father had been a crewman on PBY

Catalinas in the Argentine Navy in the early 1950s. Around 1990, he began self-publishing a series of

monographs about aircraft in Argentine Navy service, in conjunction with the country’s naval aviation

museum. Initially these were in a modest portrait format, but around 2005 he switched to a larger

landscape format similar to that of the Squadron In Action series. You’ll note that around 2000 he added a

second series devoted to the Argentine Air Force, and since then several other series, including one on

airliners and even one on military vehicles. Some of these later series go beyond the borders of Argentina

to cover most of South America, and there is even a book on Cuban armor!
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Publishers Survey – Continued

Aside from the very earliest books, the production values are high, with the books printed on slick paper with

large photos, many in color, and some excellent color side-view drawings. Even if you can’t read the text,

which is entirely in Spanish, it may be worth getting the books for the excellent graphical content. (A few

books have English summaries, but that is the exception rather than the rule.) The text, incidentally,

includes, in many cases, brief histories of every aircraft of the type used in Argentina. It’s interesting to

note, for instance, that most of the Electras used as both transports and electronic warfare aircraft had

originally come from American Airlines! (Not surprisingly, these were later replaced by Orions, which were

probably at least partially familiar to the Argentine crews!)

You’ll note that some of the early numbers are blank; I have been unable to determine the identities of those

titles. It’s probably a moot point, since you’ll also note that most aircraft have been covered two or even

three times, with each new edition getting a new series number. The older editions are crossed out and are

not worth pursuing. Most of the books, even the more recent ones, are hard to find, and the early ones are

nearly impossible; I am still looking for some of those myself, particularly the ones on older types. Try

Amazon, eBay or AbeBooks; the Dutch site aviationmegastore.com seems to have the largest selection, but

shipping can be pricey. (Just do a search on “Padin” or on the individual aircraft on the website.) I’ve found

some otherwise unavailable titles on Spanish and Argentine websites, but they apparently will not ship to

the U.S. I will keep looking and if I learn something useful, I’ll let you know.

Three checklists Jim mentioned can be found in the pdf files accompanying this newsletter:

McFarland Books.pdf, Duke Hawkins Books by HMH.pdf, and Jorge Padin - Argentina.pdf

http://www.aviationmegastore.com/
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

